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Soviet M-35 reproduction Uniform, complete set of tunic and trousers.
Dark olive green in heavy durable cotton with blue cavalry piping. CollectRussia is pleased to offer this next generation of Soviet WW2 reproduction uniforms.

These tunics and trousers have been designed from the ground up for maximum historical accuracy. Using originals as a pattern, our manufacturer worked with
textile plants to create and dye fabric to WW2 specifications. He also sought out thread of correct color and diameter.
These high quality garments are made in Russia and are as close to authentic WW2 uniforms as can be. With some field wear and sun fading, these would be
very difficult to distinguish from originals.
Tunic sizes tend toward large - but keep in mind these field garments were not meant to be close fitting, like tailored service uniforms. Note that the trousers have
a 35" to 38" waist even though the tunic is much bigger - this marked size difference was so that soldiers would have ample room to move comfortably.
These are new and each set is in mint, unissued condition. Do not be put off by the shiny look of the buttons: brand new tunics distributed by Soviet
quartermasters in WW2 came with buttons just as bright as these! (For accuracy, our manufacturer used genuine surplus Soviet buttons to make these tunics;
after all, the obverse design of the buttons was the same from WW 2 through to 1991.)
Please note, these are sold only as sets, and include tunic and pants only. The leather belt in the photographs is not included with the uniform.
We have the following Russian Military size currently in stock:
50/4 Set Tunic: about a US size 44-46 -- measures approximately 24" across the chest from seam to seam under the armpits. 19" across the chest from sleeve
seam to sleeve seam at the level of the 2nd button. 17" neck opening at collar. Length from top of collar reverse to bottom front hem about 35" Length of sleeve
from shoulder seam 26" to edge of cuff.
Trousers about a US size 35. About 17 1/2" across the top above the belt loops. 33" inseam, 47" from top to cuffs.
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$230.00

